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Abst rac t - - In  this article, we study the rate of pointwise convergence in the q-mean to the 
fuzzy-random unit operator of very precise univariate fuzzy-random neural network operators of 
Cardaliaguet-Euvraxd and "squashing" types. These fuzzy-random operators arise in a natural and 
common way among fuzzy-random neural networks. These rates are given through probabilistic- 
Jackson type inequalities involving the fuzzy-random odulus of continuity of the engaged fuzzy- 
random function or its fuzzy derivatives. Also several interesting new results in fuzzy-random analysis 
are given of independent merit, which are used then in the proofs of the main results of the paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, B, P) be a probability space. Consider the set of all fuzzy-random variables £~-(X, B, P). 
Let f: ]~ --*/:y(X, B, P) be a fuzzy-random function or fuzzy-stochastic process. Here, for t E ~, 
s e X, we denote (f(t))(s) = f(t, s) and, actually, we have f: R × X ~ ~- ,  where Ry is the set 
of fuzzy real numbers. Let 1 < q < +c~. Here, we consider only fuzzy-random functions f ,  which 
are (q-mean) uniformly continuous over ~. For each n c N, the fuzzy-random neural network 
we deal with has the following structure. 
It is a three-layer feed-forward network with one hidden layer. It has one input unit and one 
output unit. The hidden layer has (2n 2 + 1) processing units. To each pair of connecting units 
(input to each processing unit), we assign the same weight n l -a ,  0 < a < 1. The threshold 
values k/n ~ are one, for each processing unit k. The activation function b (or S) is the same for 
each processing unit. The fuzzy-random weights associated with the output unit are f (k /n ,  s) Q 
1/I(*)n ~, one for each processing unit k, where I = f_~ b(z)dx (or I* = f_~ S(x)dx),  "®" 
denotes the scalar fuzzy multiplication. 
The above precisely described fuzzy-random neural networks induce some completely described 
fuzzy-random neural network operators of Cardaliaguet-Euvrard and "squashing" types. 
The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to Professor Sorin Gal, University of Oradea, Romania, for 
introducing him to fuzziness. 
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We study here, thoroughly, the fuzzy-random pointwise convergence (in q-mean) of these oper- 
ators to the unit operator. See Theorems 4.1-4.4. This is done with rates through probabilistie- 
Jackson type inequalities involving fuzzy-random moduli of continuity of the engaged fuzzy- 
random function and its fuzzy derivatives. 
On the way to establish these main results, we produce some new independent and interesting 
results for fuzzy-random analysis. The real ordinary theory of the above-mentioned operators 
was presented earlier in [1-3]. The fuzzy case was treated in [4]. Of course, this article is strongly 
motivated from there and is a continuation. 
The monumental revolutionizing work of Zadeh [5] is the foundation of this work, as well as 
another strong motivation. Fuzziness in computer science seems one of the main trends today. 
Also, fuzziness has penetrated many areas of mathematics and statistics. These are other strong 
reasons for this work. 
Our approach is quantitative and very new on the topic, started in [1,2] and continued in [4]. 
It determines precisely, the rates of convergence through natural very tight inequalities using the 
measurement of smoothness of the engaged fuzzy-random functions. 
2. BACKGROUND 
We begin with the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (See [6].) Let #: [9 --+ [0, 1] with the following properties. 
(i) #: 1~ --* [0, i] is normal, i.e., 3 xo • [{: #(Xo) = 1. 
(ii) #(Ax + (1 - A)y) > min{p(x),#(y)}, Vx, y e 19, VA • [0,1] (# is called a convex fuzzy 
subset). 
(iii) # is upper semicontinuous on ~{, i.e., Vxo • ~{ and V¢ > O, ~neighborhood V(xo): 
,(~) <_ n(~o) + ~, vx  • V(xo). 
(iv) The set supp (#) is compact in ]R (where supp (,) := {x • ]I{; if(x) > 0}). 
We call # a fuzzy real number. Denote the set of all # with ~=.  
For example, X{xo} • ]I{~-, for any xo • R, where X{~o} is the characteristic function at x0. 
For 0 < r < 1 and ~ C ~,  define [~]~ : :  {x e ~: ~(~) >_ r} and 
[,]o : :  {x • ~{:,  (x) > 0}. 
Then, it is well known that, for each r e [0, 1], [#]~ is a dosed and bounded interval of ]I{. 
For u, v • 195 and l • ]~, we define uniquely the sum, u ® v, and the product, A <i) u, by 
['~ @ v]" : [u]" + p]",  p, 0 u]" = X [u]", V r e [0, 1], 
where [u] ~ + Iv] < means the usual addition of two intervals (as subsets of R) and A[u]" means 
the usual product between a scalar and a subset of R (see, e.g., [6]). Notice that 1 (D u : u 
and it ho ldsu®v :v (gu ,  t6 )  u=u(9>, .  I f0  G r~ Gr2  G 1, then, [u] r2 C [u] r~. Actually, 
[u] r : [u(r) , u(~)], where u(_ ~) < u~ ), u(_ r), u~ ) C ~, Vr e [0, 1]. 
Define 
D: ~3: × 19~ -~ l{+ u {0} 
by 
where [vF = 
complete metric space, see [6], with the properties, 
D(u®w,  vGw)=D(u ,v ) ,  
D(k®u,k®v) = tklD(u,v), 
D(u®v,w®e)  <<_n(u,w)+ D(v,e),  
D(u,v)  := sup max{ u(_ ~) -v(~)t,  u~ ) -v  (r) } ,  
[vt) ,v~)];  u,v 6 19j:. We have that D is a metric on 19s. Then, (]Rj:,D) is a 
Vn, t~tw c Rst 
Vu, vE]R~, VkcR,  
Vu, v,w,e E ]~.  
<2.1) 
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Let f,  g: ]R --~ Nly be fuzzy real number valued functions. The distance between f, g is defined by 
D* (f, g) := sup D ( f  (x), g (x)). 
xER 
On Rj=, we define a partial order by "<:": u,v E ]R~:, u < v, i f fu  (r) < v (r) and u~ ) <_ v(+ r), 
Vr E [0, 1]. 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [7].) For any a, b E l~: a,b ~ 0 and any u E ]R]=, we have 
D(a®u,b®u)  <_ l a -b [  . D(u ,5 ) ,  (2.2) 
where 5 E R~= is defined by 5 := X{0}. 
LEMM* 2.2. (See [7].) 
(i) I f  we denote 5 := X{0}, then, 5 E Nj= is the neutral element with respect to (9, i.e., 
u@5= 5@u= u, Yu E N~=. 
(ii) With respect o 5, none of u E R~=, u 7£ 5 has opposite in Nj:. 
(iii) Let a, b E R: a . b > O, and any u E N3: , we have (a + b) (i) u = a (i) u ® b ® u. For general 
a, b E ~, the above property is false. 
(iv) For any A 6 N and any u, v 6 [4~, we have A 0 (u (9 v) = A 0 u ® A 0 v. 
(v) For any A, # E ]~ and u E Ns% we have A ® (# (D u) = (A. #) O u. 
(vi) If we denote Ilull~ :-- D(u, ,5), gu  E IR~,, then, ]l" I1~- has the properties of a ~s~al no~ 
on l~-, i.e., 
tlull~- = 0, iff u = ~, II)~ o ull~- = Ial. llull~-, 
I lu* vii5 -< Ilull~ + Ilvll~, Ilull~ - Ilvll~ <- D (u, v). (2.3) 
Notice that (]Rj=, @, O) is not a linear space over R, and consequently, (]Rj=, ]] • []J=) is not a 
normed space. 
As in [7, Remark 4.4], one can show easily that a sequence of operators of the form 
n 
n~( f ) (x ) :=~-~*f (xk~l®w~,k(x ) ,  nEN,  (2.4) 
k=O 
(}-~* denotes the fuzzy summation) where f: N --* R~-, xk~ E JR, Wn,k(X) real valued weights, are 
linear over N, i.e., 
n~ (A ® f @#®g)  (x) = k®n~ (f) (x) ®#®L~ (g) (x), (2.5) 
V,k, # E R, any x E NI; f ,  g: N ~ Ny. (Proof based on Lemma 2.2(iv).) 
We need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (See [6].) Let x, y E ]R~=. I f  there exists a z E ]~=, such that x = y + z, then, 
we call z the H-difference of x and y, denoted by z := x - y. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (See [6].) Let T := [xo, xo + ~] c ]~, with fl > O. A function f: T --+ JR? is 
differentiable at x E T, if there exists a f ' (x )  E Nj=, such that the limits 
lira f (x + h) - f (x) lim f (x) - f (x - h) 
h---,0+ h ' h--+o+ h ' 
exist and are equal to f~(x). We call f '  the derivative o f f  at x. I f  f is differentiable at any x E T, 
we call f differentiable and it has derivative over T, the function fl .  
We also need a particular case of the fuzzy Henstock integral (~(x) = ~/2) introduced in [9, 
Definition 2.1]. 
That  is, we have the following definition. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. (See [8, p. 644].) Let f: [a, b] --~ Nj,. We say that f is fuzzy-Riemann i tegrabZe 
to I E Ry if, for any 6 > O, there exists 5 > O, such that, for any division P = {[u, v]; [} of [a, b] 
with the norms A(P) < 5, we have 
) D (v -u )®f ( [ ) , I  <~. (2.6) 
We choose to write b 
I := (FR)~ f (x) dx. (2.7) 
We also call an f,  as above, (FR)-integrable. 
We use the following fundamental theorem of fuzzy calculus. 
COROLLARY 2.1. (See [4].) If f: [a,b] -~ Rj: has a continuous derivative f '  on [a,b], then, f'(x) 
is (FR)-integrable over [a, b] and 
// f (s )  =f ( t )@(FR)  f ' (x)  dx, for anys>_t,  s, tE[a,b] .  (2.8) 
NOTE. In Corollary 2.1, when s < t, the formula is invalid! This is because fuzzy real numbers 
correspond to dosed intervals, etc. 
We also need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. (See [4].) If f, g: [a, b] C_ I~ --* R~ are continuous (with respect to metric D), then, 
the function F: [a, b] --+ R+ U {0} defined by F(x) := D(f(x), g(x)) is continuous on [a, b], and 
Q/a  b /ab) /a  b 
D (FR) f (u) du, (FR) g (u) du <_ D (f (x),g (x)) dx. (2.9) 
LEMMA 2.4. (See [4].) Let f: [a, b] -+ I~j: be continuous, (with respect to metric D), then, 
D(f(x),5) <__ M, Vx e [a, b], M > 0, that is, f is fuzzy bounded. 
LEMMA 2.5. (See [4].) Let f: [a, b] C R ~ Rj: be continuous. Then, 
// (FR) f (t) dt is a continuous function in x E [a, b]. 
LEMMA 2.6. (See [4].) Let / :  N --+ Ry continuous, r C N. Then, the following integrals 
(FR) f S r - l f ( s~)dsr , (FR) fS~-2( f *~- l f ( s~)dsr )  ds~-l, 
(2.1o) 
. . . , ( FR)~S (~ l . . . (~-~ ( f~- l f ( s~)ds~)  ds~-O. . . )  dsl, 
are continuous functions in s~-i, s~-2, . . . ,  s, respectively. Here, S~-l, s~-2, . . . ,  s >_ a, and all 
are real numbers. 
Additionally, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let f: [a, b] -+ ~a: have an existing fuzzy derivative f '  at c C [a, b]. Then, f is fuzzy 
continuous at c. 
PROOF. By the assumption, we have that 
lim D( . f (c+h) - f (e )  f ' (c) / =0  (2.11) 
h--*0 + h ' 
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and 
lim D(f (c ) - f (c -h )  f ' ( c ) )=0.  (2.12) 
h-.o+ h ' 
Furthermore, it is assumed here that the H-differences f (c  + h) - f(c), f(c) -- f (c  - h) exist, for 
small h: 0 < h < b - a. 
Let z := f (c  + h) - f(c), then, f (c  + h) = f(c) (9 z. Hence, 
D( f (c+h) , f (c ) )=D( f (e )®z, f (c ) )=D(z ,5 )  
: h)-  : hD ( :  + h)-  :(c) 5 ) 
h 
(2.13) 
But, 
Hence, 
Consequently, 
Therefore, 
(lim h){D(f'(c) 5) lim D (f  (c + h), f (c)) < \h--.0+ (2.15) h--~0+ 
lim D (f  (c + h), f (c)) = O. 
h--~0+ 
That is, f is right continuous at c. One can prove f is left continuous at c. We have proved 
that f is fuzzy continuous at c E [a, b]. l 
We need the fuzzy Taylor formula. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [4].) Let T : :  [x0, xo + fl] C R, with fl > O. We assume that f(~): T --+ ~y 
are differentiable, for all i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, for any x E T. (That is, there exist in ]~ the 
H-differences f(i) (x + h) - f(i)(x), f(~)(x) - f(~)(x - h), i = O, 1, . . .  , n - 1, for small h: 0 < h </3. 
Furthermore, there exist f(i+l)(x) E Rj=, such that the limits in D-distance ex/st and 
f(i) (x + h) - f(i) (x) f(i) (x) - f(i) (x - h) 
f(i+l) (x) = lira = lim 
h--.0+ h h-+0+ h ' 
for all i = O, 1, . . .  ,n - 1.) Also, we assume that f(O, i = 0, 1, . . .  ,n  are continuous on T in the 
fuzzy sense. Then, for s >_ a; s, a E T, we obtain 
f (s) = f (a) • f '  (a) ® (s - a) • f "  (a) G (s - a)_____~ 
2! 
e .  • f ( . -1 )  ( . )  o (s - aF  -1 • . • R,~ (a, s) ,  
(n - 1)! 
(2.16) 
whe£e 
Rn(a ,s ) : : (FR)~S(~s ' . . . ( fas~- l f (~) (sn)ds~)  dsn-1) . . .ds l .  
Here, R~(a, s) E C:=(T), as a function ors. 
NOTE. This formula is invalid when s < a, as it is totally based on Corollary 2.1. 
(2.17) 
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3. BAS IC  PROPERTIES  
We need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (See also [8, Definition 13.16, p. 654].) Let (X, B, P) be a probability space. A 
fuzzy-random variable is a/~-measurable mapping : X --* Rj:, i.e., for any open set U C__ ~j=, in 
the topology of RT generated by the metric D~ we have 
(u) = {s c x ;  g (s) e u} e B. (3.1) 
The set of all fuzzy-random variables is denoted by £ j=( X, B, P ). Let g~, g E £ j:( X, B, P), n e N, 
and 0 < q < +co. We say, 
"q-mean" 
9(s),  
n~+~ 
if 
lira f ~-,+oo Jx  (n (g~ (s) , g (s))) q P (ds) = 0. (3.2) 
REMARK 3.1. (See [8, p. 654].) If f, g E £~:(X, 13, P), let us denote F: X --* R+ U {0} by F(s) = 
D(f(x),g(s)), s E X. Here, F is B-measurable, because F = C o H, where G(u,v) = D(u,v) is 
continuous on l~j: x ~ ,  and H: X --* R~ x R~, H(s) = (f(s), g(s)), s E X, is B-measurable. 
This shows that the above convergence in q-mean makes ense. 
DEFINITION 3.2. (See [8, p. 654, Definition 13.17].) Let (T, 7-) be a topological space. A mapping 
f: T ~ £5(X, B, P) will be called fuzzy-random function (or fuzzy-stochastic process) on T. We 
denote f(t)(s) = f($,s), t e T, s e X. 
REMARK 3.2. (See [8, p. 655]). Any usual fuzzy real function f: T ~ R I  can be identified with 
the degenerate fuzzy-random function f(t, s) = f(t), Vt 6 T, s e X. 
REMARK 3.3. (See [8, p. 655].) Fuzzy-random functions that coincide with probability one, for 
each t E T, will be considered equivalent. 
REMARK 3.4. (See [8, p. 655].) Let f ,g :T  --* £y(X ,B ,P ) .  Then, f @ g and k (D f are defined 
pointwise, i.e., 
(f ®g) (t,s) = f (t,s) @g(t,s), 
(k~) f ) ( t , s )=k®f( t , s ) ,  tCT ,  seX .  
DEFINITION 3.3. (See a/so [8, Definition 13.18, pp. 655-656].) For a fuzzy-random function 
f: ~ --~ £~-(X,/3, P), we define the (first) fuzzy-random odulus of continuity 
)- } fl~ 7) (f, 5)Lq = sup D q (f (x, s), f (y, s)) P (ds) ; x, y e R, Ix - Yl -< 6 , 
0<5,  l<q<oo.  
DEFINITION 3.4. Here, ! < q < +oo. Let f:]~ --* £~:(X,B,P) be a fuzzy random function. 
We call f a (q-mean) uniformly continuous fuzzy random function over ]~, iffV~ > 0 ~ > O: 
whenever [x - y[ ~ 6; x, y E R, implies that 
f 
/ x  (D (f (x, s), f (y, s))) q P (ds) < c. 
Uq We denote it as f E Cj=R(~ ). 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f • C~(R) .  Then, ~=)(f ,  5)L~ < c~, any 5 > O. 
PROOF. Let So > 0 be arbitrary, but fixed. Then, there exists 50 > 0: Ix - y[ <_ 50 implies 
x(D (f  (x, s), f (y, s))) q P (ds) < < ec. ~o 
That is, ft~:)(f, So)L, <_ S~o/q < oc. Let now 5 > 0 arbitrary, x,y • R, such that [x -y ]  < 8. 
Choose n • N: nSo >_ 5 and set x~ := x + (i/n)(y - x), 0 < i < n. Then, 
D (f (x, s), f (y, s)) _< D (f (x, s), f (Xl, s)) + D (f (Xl, 8), f (x2, 8)) 
+. . .  +D (f (x~,_~,s),f(y,s)). 
Consequently, 
(n  (f (x, s), f (y, s))) q P (ds) < (D (f (x, s), f (xl, s))) q P (ds) 
( fx  ,1/q 
+. . .  ÷ (D (f (x~-l, s), f (y, s))) q P (ds)) 
<_ , ,~:)  (f, 5o)L, <_ ns~/q < ~, 
since [xi-xi+ll = (1/n)lx-Y[ <_ (1/n)5 <_ 8o, 0 < i < n. Therefore, ft~J:)(f, 5)Lq < n¢~/q < oc. | 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f, g: R ~ £j=(X, B, P) be fuzzy random functions. The following hold. 
(i) ~Y)  (f, 5)Lq is nonnegative and nondecreasing in 5 > O. 
(ii) lim~0 w~ y) (f, 5)Lq = ~2~ ) (f, 0)Lq = 0, iff f e cu~(~).  
(iii) f~Y)(f, 51 ÷ 52)Lq <_ ~J=)(f, 51)n~ + ~J=)(f,~2)n~, 51,82 > O. 
(iv) ~7)(f ,  ns)~q < n~)(f ,5)Lo,  5 > o, ~ • N. 
(v) ~r)(f,)~5)Lq ~ [)~]~'~=)(f, 5)Lq ~ (At  1)~J:)(f, 5)Lq, A > O, 5 > O, where [.] is the 
ceiling of the number. 
(vi) ~)( f  ~ g,5)L~ <_ ~) ( f ,~)L ,  + ~)(g,5)~q, ~ > o. He~e, f e g is a ~u=y random 
function. 
(vii) O~=)(f, ")nq is continuous on R+, for f e C~-~(R). 
PROOF. The proof is obvious. 
Also, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. 
(i) Let Y(t, w) be a real valued stochastic process, such that Y is continuous in t E [a, b]. 
Then, Y is jointly measurable in (t, w). 
(ii) Further, assume that the expectation (EtYI)(t) C C([a, b]), or, more generally, 
jl b( EIYl) ( t ) dt 
makes sense and is finite. Then, 
)/: E Y ( t ,~)  dt -- (BY) (t) dr. 
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PROOF. Clearly, f :  Y(t, w) dt is a real valued random variable. Also, by the assumption on EiY], 
we get that 
5 
I (E (t) < lYl) dt 
Here, we assume that ~ E S, S is a probability space. 
Also here Y is continuous in ~, and measurable in oJ and takes values in R. Clearly Y is a 
"Caratheodory function", see [9, Definition 20.14, p. 156]. Hence, by [9, Theorem 20.15, p. 156], 
we get that Y is (jointly) measurable on [a, b] x S. In the last, we took into account he following. 
Let f:  X × y -* R be measurable on X × y ,  and g: y x A' --* • be, such that g(y, x) := f(x,  y). 
Then, g is measurable on y × X. 
From the above, we derive that Y(t, w) is integrable on [a, b] × S. The claim now is proved by 
applying Fubini's theorem. 1 
According to [10, p. 94], we have the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let (1I, T)  be a topological space, with its a-algebra of Borel sets B := B(Y, T) 
generated by T. If (X, ~q) is a measurable space, a function f: X ~ Y is called measurable iff 
f - l (B )  e 8, for all B E B. 
By [10, Theorem 4.1.6, p. 89], f ,  as above, is measurable, iff 
f -1  (C) E 8, for all C e T.  
We would need the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. (See [7, p. 95].) Let (X, S) be a measurable space and (Y, d) be a metric space. 
Let f~ be measurable functions from X into Y, such that, for all x E X,  f~(x) --~ f(x) in Y. 
Then, f is measurable. That is, lira f,~ = f is measurable. 
r~ --+ @O 
We need also the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f, 9 be fuzzy random variables from S into ~j:. Then, we have the 
following. 
(i) Let c E [~, then, c Q) f is a fuzzy random variable. 
(ii) f ® g is a fuzzy random variable. 
PROOF. The proof is obvious. | 
Finally, we need the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f:  [a,b] --~ Lj=(X,B,P) be a fuzzy-random function. We assume that 
f(t, s) is fuzzy continuous in t 6 [a, b], s E X.  Then, (FR) f :  f(t,  s) dt exists and is a fuzzy- 
random variable. 
PROOF. It comes easily from [8, Definition 2.4 and Corollary 13.2 of p. 644], about fuzzy-Riemann 
integral, Proposition 3.4, and Theorem 3.1. | 
4. MAIN  RESULTS 
We need the following (see also [1,3,4]). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A function b: [4 --* [4 is said to be bell-shaped, ifb belongs to L 1 and its integral 
is nonzero, if it is nondecreasing on (-oo, a) and nonincreasing on [a, +oo), where a belongs 
to R. In particular, b(x) is a nonnegative number and at a b takes a global maximum; it is the 
center of the bell-shaped function. A bell-shaped function is said to be centered, if its center is 
zero. The function b(x) may have jump discontinuities. In this article, we consider only centered 
bell-shaped functions of compact support f -T ,  T], T > O. Denote 
I := b (t) dr. 
T 
Notice that I > O. 
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EXAMPLE. 
(1) b(x) can be the characteristic function on [-1, 1]. 
(2) b(x) can be the hat function on [-1, 1], i.e., 
l+x ,  - l<x<0,  
b (x )= l -x ,  O<x<l ,  
O, elsewhere. 
Here, we consider functions f E cUq(No. 
In this article, we study among others in q-mean the pointwise convergence with rates over the 
real line, to the fuzzy-random unit operator of the fuzzy-random univariate Cardaliaguet-Euvrard 
neural network operators, 
(F~ (f)) (x, s) := fn (x, s) := ~-~* f ,s ® in  ~ , (4.1) 
k=--n 2 
where0<o~< 1, xCII~, sEX,  andnEN.  
The above are linear operators over JR. These operators in the ordinary real case were thor- 
oughly studied in [2,3] and in the fuzzy sense were studied in [4]. So, as in [1,4], for convenience, 
we consider that n _> max(T+ Ixl, T -1 /s ) .  This implies that -n  2 <_ nx - Tn  s <_ nx + Tn  s < n 2, 
and card(k) > 1. Furthermore, it holds that card(k) --* +c~, as n ~ +ec. Set b* := b(0), the 
maximum of b(x). Denote by [.] the integral part of a number. 
Next, we give the first main result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let x E ~, s E X ,  T > O, and 1 _< q < +oe. Here, n E N is, such that 
n _> max(T + [z[, T-1/a) .  Assume that fx  nq( f (x ' s ) ,5 )p (ds )  < +oo. Then, 
(/xDq (fn (~,s),f (z,s)) P (ds)) 1/q 
D q ( f  (x, s),  5) S (as))  (4.2) 
<- in  s - 
k----fnx-Tn ] 
. 
PROOF. 
in Section 3. As in [2], we have that 
b < 2T+ 
i n  s - ~ • 
k=[nx- -Tn  ~ ] 
We observe that 
/ [~+' r , ,  ~'] 
[nx+Tn~] 
r "  <_D f ,s ® 
k=fnx-Tn  ~ ] 
[nx+Tn"] 
E" 
k~-[nx--Tn ~] 
All parts of inequality (4.2) make sense because of the notions and basic results developed 
b (n , - s  (~ - k /n) )  
I n  s 
b(nl-s k/n)) 
i r /s  
\ 
b (x - k /n ) )  
f (x, s) o In" ) 
(4.3) 
, f (x, s)) 
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That is, 
[.~+T.'] b (n ~-~ (x - k/n)) f (x, s) 6) i )  
+D f (x ,s)® E in ~ 
k=[nx--Tn ~ ] 
(~yLemma2.l) I [nxfin~'] a b(nl-a(x-k/n)) _iID(f(x,s),5 ) 
{k=[nz-Tn l Ina 
[nx+Tn '~] 
+ E b(nl -° ' (x -k /n) )  ( (~)  ) 
k=fnz-Tn"] T~ & D f ,S , f (x ,s)  . 
D( f~(x,s) , f (x ,s) )  < 
[nx+Tn'~] i 
~=[~-T~] ln~ 
+ ~ b ( . -k t . ) )D  f ,S(x,.) . 
Therefore, 
( fx  \t lq Dq (fn (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds)) 
[n~+Tn"] b (n 1-~ (x - k/n)) _ 1[ 
<- E In ~ 
k=[n~-Tn ~'] 
(S. + E b (x -k /n ) )  Oq k= [nx-Tn ~] In~" 
[nx+Tn a] 
E 
k=[nz--Tn c~] 
b (n 1-~' (x - k/n)) _ 1 D q (f (x, s) 5) P (ds)) 
11%a 
+ 
[nx+Tn °'] 
E 
k= [nx -- Tnc" ] Trig L~ 
l [nx+Tn ~] 
<_ 
k= [nx-Tn '~ ] ~nc~ 
+ 
\k=[~,z-Tn 1 InC' 
(by <,.3)) I"~fi "°J b (~1-, (x - k/,~)) < 
k= [nx-Tn~] 1[7%(~ 
b* , T 
~i  T 
1/q 
REMARK 4.1. By [3, Lemma 2.1, p. 64], we obtain that 
[nx"bTn°'] (nl--a i lira ~ b (x - k/n)) _ 1 = O, 
n--,+o~ In" 
k=f~-Tn~l 
any x e R. Let f e C~qR(R), then, lim,,_.,+o~ ft~)(f ,T/n'-~)i~ = O, by Proposition 3.2(ii). 
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Therefore, from (4.2), we get 
lim I x  Dq (in (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) = O. n--++oo 
That is, 
fn (X, ,9) "q-naean" -----+ n -+ -I-oof (x, s),  
pointwise in x 6 ~ with rates. 
We need ~so the following definition. (See also [~,3].) 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let the nonnegative function S: • --* •, S has compact support [ -T ,  T], T > 0, 
and is nondeereasing there and it can be continuous only on either (-oo, T] or [-T, T]. S can 
have jump discontinuities. We call S the "squashing function". 
Assume that / I* := S (t) dt > O. 
T 
Clearly, 
Here, we consider again 
max s (~) = s (T). 
xe[-T,T]  
For x E IR, s c X we define the "univariate fuzzy-random squashing operator", 
(c~ (i)) (x, s) := ~ y ,s ® z*n~ ' 
k~--n2 
0 < a < 1 and n E N: n > max(T+ Ix[ ,T-1/a).  
The above neural network operators are also linear operators in RI. These operators in the 
ordinary real case were thoroughly studied in [1,3], and in the fuzzy sense were studied also 
in [4]. 
It is clear to see again that 
[n=+Tn=] (k )  S(n l -a (x -k /n ) )  I*n a (4.5) 
(on (f)) (~, s) = ~ f ,s ® 
k= [nx--Tn ~] 
Here, we study the pointwise convergence in x ~ R with rates of (Gn(f))(x, s) "q-m___~ean" f(x,  s), 
1 < q < +co, as n --+ +oo. We present he following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let x E JR, s E X, T > 0 and 1 < q < +oo. Letne  N, such that n > max(T+lx] ,  
T-1/~). Assume that 
x Dq (f  (x, s), 5) P (ds) < +co. 
[not+Tn ~ ] 
<- E 
k= [nx -Tn  ~ ] 
Then, 
D q ((Gnf) (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) 
s (n 1-~ (x -  k/n)) 1 
I*n" - ( fxDq( f (z ' s ) 'a )P (ds ) )  vq 
-7  
(4.s) 
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PROOF. All parts of inequality (4.6) make sense because of the notions and basic results presented 
in Section 3. 
Notice that 
We see that  
[n~+Tn ~] 
E 
k= [nx-Tn ~] 
1 _< (2T~ ~ + 1). (4.7) 
/ [~z+Tn ~] 
D ((G. (f)) (x, s), f (x, s)) : D | ~*  
\ k= [nx--Tn a] 
E" 
s (~-~ (. - k/~)) ) s(~,s) ® ?qa ,f(~,s) 
(by Lemma 9.l) 
< 
[~*+T'~]~* f (X, S) @ S (n 1-~_I7n - k/n)) ) 
k=[nx-Tn ~] 
-t~ng , f (x, s) ® 1 
k=[nz-Tn~] 
[nx~ n~] S (n 1-'~ (x - It~n)) 1 D 
~*,~ - ( f  (~, s), a) 
k= [nx--Tn ~] 
[n~+Tn ~] 
+ E S(nl-a(x-k'/n))-~n~, D ( f (k , s ) ,  f (x,.s)l 
k=[nz-Tn~] 
That is, 
D ((G~ (f)) (x, s), f (x, s)) < E S (x - k/n)) { ~=rn*-T~] i.n, ~ -1  D(f(x,s) ,5)  
+ ~ s (~-k/~))D i ,  na f ,s ,f (x,s) . 
k= [nx-Tn" ]
~P~eIlce, 
( /x  Dq ((G,~ (f)) (x,s) , f (x,s)) P (ds)) 1/q 
k=[nx-Tn a] 
[nx+Tn ~] 
k=[nx-Tn a] 
k= [nx-Tn a] 
+ ~ /, - 
Lq k=[nx-Tn~] 
\ 1/,7 (ds)) 
1/q 
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[nx~-~ n~'] S (n 1-° (x - -  k/n)) 
<_ ~ i .no - 1 k= [nx--Tn'*] 
( 
+ I,no \k=Fnx-Tn ~] 
(by (4.7)) [nx~ ~] , (n 1 -°  (X--~/n)) ] ( Ix )l/q 
_< i.nO - 1 n q (f (x, s), 5) P (ds) 
k= [nx--Tn °~] 
(Ix Dq (f (x's) '5) P (ds)) 1/q 
REMARK 4.2. From [2, Lemma 2.2, p. 79], we have that 
lira 
[ nx+Tnc*] (nl-c~ s (x-k/z)) 
I*n o 
k= [~-T~-]  
- -  -~0,  
any x E ~. 
Uq Let f C C}R(]R ), then, lim~-~+o~ ~J=)(f, T ~-v=-~-, )Lq = 0, by Proposition 3.2(ii). Thus, from (4.6), 
we obtain 
lim 
n--++oo 
That is, 
I x  Dq ((Gnf) (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) = O. 
"q-mean" 
(Gnf) (x,s) : (x,s), 
n ---+ +(X3 
pointwise in x E ]~ with rates. 
Next, we study further the fuzzy random operators Fn, Gn in 1-mean, their pointwise con- 
vergence with rates to the fuzzy-random unit operator again. However, this time, the domain 
of operators is the fuzzy-random differentiable functions. That fact is reflected in the derived 
inequalities. 
ASSUMPTION 4.1. 
that 
Let x E •, s c X; where (X, B, P) is a probability space, and n C N, such 
T>0,  0< <1 
Let f: ]R ---* £j:(X, B, P) be a fuzzy random function, such that the fuzzy derivative in x 
f(J):R --* E~(X,B ,P ) ,  j -- 1 , . . . ,N ,  
exist and are fuzzy random functions. (That is, fU) (x, s), for all j = 0, 1,. . . ,  N is B-measurable 
in s.) 
We assume that f(g)(x, s) is fuzzy continuous in x, and D(f(g)(x, s), 5) <_ 2VI, V(x, s) ~ R × X, 
where M > 0. We also assume that 
IX D ( fU)(x,s) ,5)  P (ds) < +oc, all j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,N .  
We finally assume that 
fU) e cUb (R), all j = 0, 1, . . . ,  N. 
We give the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Assume all here are as in Assumption 4.1. Then, it holds that 
/x I'~+~"l b (,,~-~ (~- k/~)) 1 D (fn (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) < E In a - 
k= [nx-Tn ~] 
. • D Q(~) T 
' n l _a  t, 3'=i L1 
T .1_..)/ q N!InN(I_~) 
(4.8) 
REMARK 4.3. By [2, Lemma 2.1, p. 64], we get that 
lim 
~--*+oo 
[nx+Tna]  (nl-a 1 
E b (x -k /n ) )  _ =0,  
k= [nx-Tn =] ~n~ 
any  x E ]~. 
C U l /~  : . -~ Since fg) E ~-R~ J, J 0,1, . . ,N ,  we have that limn_~+ocQ~:)(fO),T/nl-'~)L 1 0, by 
Proposition 3.2(ii). Thus, from (4.8), we find that 
f 
lira ] D (f~ (x, s) f (x, s)) P (ds) = O. 
?%-++oo J z  
That  is, 
" l -mean"  
f~ (x, s) , f (x, s), 
n --~ +oe 
pointwise in x E ~ with rates. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3. All parts of inequality (4.8) make sense and are finite, by Assump- 
tion 4.1 and results of Section 3. Because b has compact support [-T, T], we have that 
[n~+Tn~] <~ b(nl-a(x-k/n))fn a 
f~(x ,s )= E*  f ® 
k=[nx-Tn  c'] 
Clearly, the terms in sum (4.1) are nonzero iff nl-~lx - k/n I < T, iff 
T k T 
- - - -  < x - - - < : - -  xE]~. 
7%1-a  - -  n - -  n 1 -a  ' 
Hence, here, we have x - T /n  1-a < k/n. By Lemma 2.7 all fO), j ___ 0, 1, . . . ,  N - 1 are fuzzy 
continuous. Using the fuzzy Taylor formula (Theorem 2.1), we get 
( ) ( f ,s j~=o f(j) x nl_~ ,s (9 j! G RN x n 1-~' n' ' 
where 
RN(  , r l l _  ~ ~ ~ 8 
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is a fuzzy random variable by  Proposition 3.5, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6. :Easily, we  obtain 
~* f ,s 0 
k= fnx - Tn ¢' ] In'~ 
= E*  E* f  (j) x nl_s,s Q j! 
k= [n~z-Tn'~l j=O 
®b(nl-s(x-k/n))  e F_,* RN • ni -s '~ I~s in s - ,  s ® 
k= Fnx-Tn ~l 
That is, 
N--i [nx-FTn ~ ]
fn(x's)=- E*  E*  fO)(  x T ) (k/n-x+T/nl-CO j 
j=o k=Fnx-Tn~l  nl_a,s 0 j! 
[n~+Tn~] ( T k ) b(nl -~(x-k/n))  
b(n 1-~ (x -  k/n)) @ E*  RN x nl_C~, n,S ® 
® in s In s k= [nx-Tn'~l 
Next, we estimate 
D(A(x,s) , f (x,s))<_D A(x,s) ,  E*  f x 0 
k=p~-Tn-] nl-" "] InS 
+D f X -n l _a ,s  
[nx+Tna] I ® Z ~(nl-s(x_k/,~)) ( T___,~ 
k=r~=-T~l -i--~- J , f  x nl_~ j O1 
s) 
T~i--s ~ 
j=i  k=Fnx-Tn~l 
(k/n - x + T/nl-~) j b (n i - s  (x - k/n)) ® ® 
j! In s 
[n" + Tn~] ( T k ) 
@ E*  RN x ni_,~, n,S 
k=fnx,-Tn~l 
Q -I--~ ,o) + E b (n ' - '~(x -k /n ) ) -  
k= [nx --Tn ~' ] I ns  
0 n l - s  ] ??,.1-s 
N- i  I,.,,,+'r,,ol (k / , , -  ~. + m/n i - s )  j 
<- E E j~ 
j~ i  k=fnx-Tn"] 
)) i n  s n i _S ,  s , b 
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Consequently, we get 
9- ["~:+Tn'~]E b(nl-S(x-k/n)) ~ D RN (X 
k=[nx--Tn ~ ] 
[n~' ]  b(n 1 -s (x -  } + ~ k/n))_l 
k=[nx_TnO,] I ns 
~(,( .  ,-.T, s) , ,) +° (,. (.__ 
~))  n l_c  ~ : ~ S ~ 
~)  ) n~-s '  s , . f  ( z ,  s) . 
N-1  
xD (f~ (x,s), f  (x,s))P(ds) < E 
[nx+Tn ~] 
+ Z 
k=[nx-Tn  ~ ] 
[nx+Tn ~ ] 
k=[nx--Tn ~] 
E j! fn,~ 
j= l  k=[nx--Tn ~] 
b In s - 1 T s 
(.'-°~.-~,n~> /~(,(. ~ '  )'~)'~'" 
+/ .(,(x "-,s',,,~.,.>).~..> 
n 1-c~ / 
[nz+Tn~] (k/n - x + T/ni -s)  j b (n 1-s (x - k/n)) 
That  is, it makes sense by Remark  3.1 and Proposition 3.4 the integral 
O (f~ (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) <_ 7- 2T + • j!n(]_,) j
j= l  
[.~;+T.o."] b (n i-" (x - ~ ( ( T k ) ) 
+ E k/n)) D RN x hi-" ,s ,5 P(ds) 
k= [nx -Tn  ~] !n~ 
I~'+~°l_ b (n 1-szns(x- k/n)) i 
k=[nx-Tn  ~ ] 
, <,(,.~). ~,> . [/ ,. ~,. ~x, .> ,.> . (..> .. <, (,.,)~.]+ " =:  . 
In the following, we work on 
n l_S ,  , s  x n l _s ,  S 6) N! 
the last makes ense by Remark 3.1 and Proposition 3.4(i). 
(4.9) 
T ) (k /n -  x-J- T/nl-~) N ) 
nl_~,s ® N! ,5 P(ds), 
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That is, 
T k ),f(N, ( T ) (k /n-x+T/nl -a)N~ nl-.' ,s  • ~_.,~ o ~,. ] P(ds) 
2NT y T 
+NlnN(I_a) ( /xD( f (N) (x ,s ) ,5)P(ds)+~)( f (N) ,n l -~)LZ)"  
Finally, we estimate 
x D n 1-a ' n' ' n 1-a ] ~ J 
=Ix n((FR) Jx--T/nl- ~ (L:IT/,I_c~'''(L:NT;I?~I_~f(N)(sN's)dsN) dSN-I"'') us1' 
(FR) fk/~% (L81 . .. (LSN_I f(l~)<X T )dsN'~])) 
dx--T/n1-~ -T/n1-~ --T/nz-a n l _a ,  s 
Lemmas2"3'2"5'2"6)/(f kin lc~(L sl 
(~Y \dx-T/n - -T/n 1-~ 
"''(fx:NT;lnl_aO(f(N)(sN, s),f(N)(X--nlT-~,s)) daN)HSN-I"")ds1)P(d8) 
(by Lemma 2.3, bounded convergence theorem, Proposition 3.3(i) and Fubini theorem) 
.~- f]¢/~% (L~lT/?~l_a...(f 8N-1 (f(N) f(N)(X__ - Jx--T/nl-~ \jz_T/nl_= (/X D (SN, S) , 
_ r  (L ~ . . . (C ~ °~('~~+~)- 
dx-T/n l -a  --T/n1-~ --T/nI-~ 
\ 
• "" dSN-l"") dsl 
/ 
~ t~,~ ~+~,~ °l ~ ( ~ ~ ) N! "ft~J:) f(N), x + 
n ,~ L 1 
-< N!nN(I_~) , n l -a  LI 
That is, we got that 
/xD(RN( x 
T-L- 5~ 
L1 dsN I
n l_~ ~ TL,8 , X - -  8 (:) n I -~ '  N! 
< N! 7 n--FS-O-~) f(N) < _ , nl-c~ -- N!nN(1-oQ , nl_c~ • L x L I 
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Putting things together, we get 
nl_~ , ,s ,a P (ds) <_ N!nNO_a)~]Y) f(N) ~ L' 
2NTN (f(N) ,5) P 9- , nlL~'/ LI ) • 
That is, we find 
fX D ('N (X ?~l-.Y , ~,s), o) P(ds) 
,-'(/.( ) ( )) _< NingO_,). O I(N) (x, s) ,5 P (ds) + 3fl~ J=) f(N), rt 1-aT L 1 . (4.10) 
And 
E b (x -k /n ) )  n RN x nl_~, n . - , s  5 P(ds) 
In s 
k=[nx-Tn '~] 
(by(4.3)). N'In N(I-')2NTNb * (2T9-~) [/xD (f(N)(x,s),~) p(ds) 9-30~.) (f(N) nT~_a)L~] " 
Putting things in (*), see (4.9), etc. 
Finally, we present he following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume all here are as in Assumption 4.1. Then, 
: [~ .  n~l S (n 1-~ (x - k/n)) _ 1 
D ( (G J )  (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) < ~ ! ,na 
k=[nx--Tn a] 
T 
IS(T) ( ~) I~ lj 'n(1-a)j2jTj + ~  2T + 
( j=l 
.,_.).] } 
4 N! i ,  nN(t_a) 
' nl--a 
REMARK 4 .4 .  From [2, Lemma 2.2, p. 79], we have that 
l im 
n ---~ Jl- O,D 
"'F i I:o 
k= [n~-T~ I
any x E ]~. 
K ~U1 []~/  = . . .  Since fO) C '-'.T'Rk }, J 0, 1, , N, we have that 
lim ~: ) ( f0 )  T ) 
n---*+oo ' n 1 -1  L ~ 
=0.  
(4.11) 
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Hence, from (4.11), we get that 
lim f D ((Gnf) (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) = O. 
n--*+~ Jx 
That is, 
"1=mean" 
(G,~f) (x, s) ---* f (x, s), 
n--* +oo 
pointwise in x E ]R with rates. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.4. Basic facts here are justified as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Again, 
we see that the terms in the sum (4.4) are nonzero iff nl-C*lx - kin I < T, iff 
T k T 
- - - -<x- - - -<- -  xE]~.  n 1-a -- n -- n 1-a ' 
Thus, here, x - T/n 1-~ < kin. By the fuzzy Taylor formula (Theorem 2.1)~ we have 
N-1 
j=O 
where 
-RN n l _  a ~ , 
Hence, 
) l,. ( 
nl_a,S ' j! @RN x m S , n 1 -~ n '  
: :  (FP~)jfxk;//nl -" (jfx~iT/.l_.. ( j~:;/: l - -~ :(N)(SN,S)dSN)dSN_l)., ")dsl " 
[.+r.-]~.__. f (k @ S (n1-" (x- 
k= [nx -Tn  ~] 
[nx+Tn ~] N-1  
= ~-~* ~-~*f(J)(x T-f----,s'~ (k /n -x+T/n ' -~) J  S (n l -~(x -k /n ) )  
k=[n~-T~d j=o nl-~ J ® J! ® I*n~ 
[nz+T.']~ ( n I-'T ,k  ) ,  S(nl-'(x-k/n))I*n" • ~...* RN x s ® 
k = [nx-- Tn  a ] 
That is, 
.-1. En.+~.o] (x = ~T,s~ (k/n- x +T/nl-°y 
(Gn:) (x, s) = ~ ~-~* f(Y) 
j=0 k=Fnx-Tn  ¢*] n1_¢ ~ ] 6) j! 
[nx-l-Tn ¢* ] 
®S(nl-'(x-k/n))I*n" ~ ~,.-~* RN (X_nl_•,T ~ ®S(nl-'(x-k/n))I*," 
k= [nx -Tn ' ]  
Next, we estimate 
D ((Gnf) (x, s), f (x, s)) 
s (nl-~±*no(x - k/n))  
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+ D f x nl-,~ 's ® E 
k.=[,a~-Tn c~ ] 
T s 
S (n 1-~_I.(_~_x_-n a kin)) , f (x -- - -  nl_c~ ,s 01 
I~$ D E*  S (~> ~ ~,-o,~ 
\j=l k=[nx-T~] 
(k in - z + T I~I -~)  j s (~1-~ (x - kt~)) 63 ® " j! I*n ~ 
['~+T'~°]~ * RN (x- ni_~T, -nk, s) ® S (n 1-'~I.n~(x-k/n)) , 5) ® 
k :  [nx-Tn a] 
b ~] i + xfi~ S(n l -~(x- ]~/n) ) -  .D( f (x  T s ) ,5)  
k=[nx_Tn ,~ ] "[*?%°: nl--o~ 
-< E E j, .nO ~ ~x 
j=t k=[nx-Tn"] 
['x+Tn"] (nl-c~S ( (  T k ) ) 
+ E (x -k /n) )D RN x nl_a,n, , s 5 
S* ?% a 
k= [nz-- Tn ~] 
+ i ,n  ~ - nl_C~ ] 
k= [nx -Tn  ~] 
Therefore, we get 
x D ((an f) (x, s) , f (x, s)) P (ds) 
~-~ f~+~°~ (k/~ - ~ + T /~-° )  j S (~-~ (~- k/n)) 
<- E E 5, I*~o 
]=i k=[nx-Tn ~] 
k = [,,x- T~ ~ ]
I~  ~°I s (~-~ (~ - k/n)) 
+ 
I .n ,  ~ - I 
k= [nx-Tn ~] 
nl-~, 
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That is, 
D ((Gnf) (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) <_ -77  2T + 
• j!n(l_a) i • D (x, s), 5) P (ds) + f(J), nl_~ 
j=l L 1 
) + 52 s _k,s i ,n~ D RN X- -n l _~,n  / '5  P(ds) 
k= [nx-Tn ~] 
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(4.12) 
Using (4.10), we obtain 
S (x -k /n ) )  T k 
• - s 5 P (ds )  I , na D RN x nl_a, n , , 
k=[nx--Tn ~] 
T (~y(4.7)) 2NTNS(T)  (2T_ [_1) [ /xD( f (N) (x ,  8) ~)P(ds)_}_3~.~.T.)(f(1v ) ?l,l_ee)L:t] 
- -  N!i, nN(1-a) , , • 
Putting things in (*), see (4.12), etc. 
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